ON THE HOMOMORPHISMS OF AN ALGEBRA ONTO FROBENIUS ALGEBRAS
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Introduction.
A linear associative algebra possessing a nonsingular parastrophic matrix is known as a Frobenius algebra after the mathematician who first investigated the properties of such an algebra [3] . In more recent years the properties of this class of algebras have been studied in papers by a number of mathematicians, notably R. Brauer, C. C. MacDuffee, T. Nakayama, and C. Nesbitt (see References).
Since Frobenius algebras are defined in terms of the parastrophic matrices, a natural question to ask is the following: Does a parastrophic matrix of rank m of an algebra U of order n determine in some manner a homomorphism of Cl onto a Frobenius algebra of order m? As the answer to this query is, in general, negative, it is the purpose of this paper to investigate the question: When does a parastrophic matrix of rank m determine in some manner a homomorphism of Cl onto a Frobenius algebra of order m? First a "manner of determination" is selected. Since the parastrophic matrices of G form a double CUmodule, various ideals of & of annihilating elements correspond to each parastrophic matrix. These are studied and conditions are developed (Theorem 9) which insure the determination from these annihilators an ideal B such that the difference algebra d -B is a Frobenius algebra of order m. These requirements are shown to be necessary, also, in the sense that any homomorphism of Cl onto a Frobenius algebra of order m implies the existence of a parastrophic matrix Q of rank m which satisfies these conditions. Furthermore, the kernel of the homomorphism will be the ideal B determined from among those elements which annihilate Q as an element of a double CUmodule.
Basic terminology is introduced in v 2, parastrophic modules are defined, and the order of such a module is discussed. In § 3 one-sided ideals determined by the parastrophic matrices are considered, while § 4 is devoted to a study of two-sided ideals determined by certain parastrophic matrices and of the homomorphisms of an algebra onto Frobenius algebras. Certain of the ideals 502 W. E. DESKINS introduced in § 4 have radical-like properties, and these ideals are considered in § 5. A supplementary re 'c on the order of the radical of a Frobenius algebra is given in §6.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor C. C. MacDuffee for his counsel during the preparation of this paper.
2. Preliminary remarks. Let U be a linear associative algebra of order n over the field 3, and let βi, « f e n be an 3-basis for G. Multiplication in & follows from the multiplication of the basis elements, e i e j = Σ c ijk e k i» ί = !> > n, k where the Cijk are elements of 3, the constants of multiplication.
The associativity condition, written in terms of these constants of multiplication, is equivalent to each of the following sets of n 2 matric equations: (
ii) & contains no ideal of lower order with this property.
The proof of this theorem is a standard reversible procedure involving a change of basis for U. Let there be n -m linearly independent linear relations among the Q^; then there exist n -m linearly independent row vectors 
and uχ 9 9 u m span an ideal ID of order m such that U -IΛ is a zero algebra. The process is clearly reversible.
COROLLARY. // & has either a left or right identity element, then 2 is of order n.
u is said to be a Frobenius algebra if °2 contains a nonsingular element.
THEOREM 2. U is a Frobenius algebra if and only if 2 is a cyclic module of order n.
If 2 contains a nonsingular element Q, then (1) and (2) imply that and 2 is of order ra since a Frobenius algebra possesses an identity element. Conversely, if 2 is generated by an element Q and is of order n, then (1), (2), and Theorem 1 imply that Q is nonsingular. is P QP and hence has nothing but zeros in its last n -m columns.
Now assume Q is of this form. Then
From (1) and (3) A right ideal of fl which may be determined in this way will be called a parastrophic right ideal.
THEOREM 5.
A sufficient condition that the ideal of Theorem 3 be a parastrophic right ideal is that 12 be of order n.
, e n ) is determined from Q as above, and consider e it i <. 77i. If @ * βj =s 0, then if =2 is of order n f (4) implies which is impossible since Q is assumed to be of rank m.
Let Q = Σ,aιQι be in the reduced form described above. Since U has a right identity element there are field elements f. such that
The results of this section are obviously valid if the word "right" is replaced by "left".
Since the existence of ideals in an algebra & has been shown to be equivalent to the existence of singular elements in 2, the following theorem is immediate. 
THEOREM 7. Q, is a division algebra if and only if 12 contains no singular elements.

Homomorphisms of
where T is a nonsingular m by m matrix, then the right paras trophic ideal B is also a left paras trophic ideal. Conversely, if B is a right paras trophic ideal determined by Q 9 then if B is also a two-sided ideal, Q satisfies the above condition.
Such an ideal will be called a parastrophic ideal, and Q will be said to have P-rank m. While P-rank is not defined for every matrix, it is a property of every symmetric matrix. Thus, if the characteristic of 9 is greater than n, the radical of β is a parastrophic ideal. (It will be apparent shortly that this is true regardless of the field characteristic since a semisimple algebra is a Frobenius algebra.)
It does not follow that a matrix of 2 of P-rank m determines a homomorphism of G onto a Frobenius algebra of order m, for any commutative nilpotent non- This follows simply from the structure theory for algebras. Now suppose the last n -m basis elements of U form a parastrophic ideal 13, and suppose that d has an idempotent element u such that du u 6 = 0,. Then 13 will be called a regular parastrophic ideal, In either case so that ϊi is contained in & and so is nilpotent.
One important property which Γl may lack is uniqueness. The question of whether Yί is unique up to an & -isomorphism will now be considered and partially answered.
The following result indicates a significance of the U-isomorphism of two minimal elements of ί .
THEOREM 11. Let ϊl and lΐi be minimal elements of r. Then a necessary condition that U and t f L be &~isomorphic is that ϊi -C and l U -C be zero algebras, where C = ft n ϊtl.
It may be assumed that C = (0). Then let σ be an G-isomorphism from Ifl onto ΐίl. If a and b are elements of ϊfl, then ϊi contains an element b ' such that
The isomorphism of the minimal elements of ί for certain algebras will stem from the following lemma. It will be sufficient to prove the result for m = n. Let D and E be nonsingular n by n matrices such that
Consider the equation
which is of degree n in the indeterminate % % Since o contains at least n + 1 nonzero elements, one of them does not satisfy this equation.
Let U and V be n by n matrices, and let mean that the two matrices do not both have nonzero elements in the same rowcolumn position. By the results of Nakayama [9] the set of all elements of U which annihilate K from the right is an ideal <C which also annihilates & from the left and has order n -k = m 9 where k is the order of K. Since (X is bound [4] to ίί, £ cK, hence m <_k 9 and m = k if <C = Jί.
The consideration of bound algebras is, of course, sufficient since an algebra may be written as a direct sum of a semisimple algebra and a bound algebra. (This result is due to M. Hall [4] ).
